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Sandvine: Automate with Intent

Who are we: a network intelligence company that uses automation to enable 
Operators to deliver a high quality experience to their subscribers
What we do: We automate networks based on unique network analytics and 
machine learning

How we do it: Active Network Intelligence solutions
• In-line traffic solutions that capture the most granular visibility and identification of all 

voice, video and data traffic transiting operator networks 
• Behavioral, intent-based analytics that compare network, service and subscriber 

behavior to identify areas of action
• Closed loop policies implemented to achieve closed loop automation and intended 

quality of experience
• Continuous innovation in automation / machine learning focused on use cases outcomes

Mission:  Be recognized as global experts in Network Intelligence through 
delivery of high value automation software modules to drive superior customer 
ROI and loyalty

Active Network Intelligence
Framework
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MIPR Market Coverage

Total Volume
(not peak)

Mobile-only

Sandvine By The Numbers

240M+
revenue

500+
enterprises

2.5B+
network users

100+
countries

160+
major operators

60+
patents



Global Traffic Share: Video dominates
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Global Traffic Share: YouTube is #1
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Global Traffic Share: YouTube leads in every region
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North America: The Standalone Web

Key Takeaways:
- iPhone-heavy
- More Web Browsing than other regions
- Netflix higher than global, indicates 

more unlimited plans
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LATAM: Facebook Properties Dominate

Key Takeaways:
- Android-heavy
- Less YouTube and video, indicating 

low cost quota/pre-paid plans
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Europe: The World According to Instagram

Picture is uploaded 
to iCloud

Picture is uploaded 
to Instagram

Picture is uploaded to 
Facebook

Picture is 
uploaded to 
SnapChat

Key Takeaways:
- Balanced iPhone/Android
- Social sharing food chain evident
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Middle East: Mobile Chat, Anyone?

Key Takeaways:
- iPhone-heavy
- Lots of messaging
- Gaming indicates both 

unlimited plans as well as 
fixed mobile substitution 
offerings (as we will see in 
5G)
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APAC: YouTube and Facebook Dominate 

Key Takeaways:
- Android-heavy
- LINE extremely popular
- Facebook Video taking share 

from YouTube
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Spotlight: Network QoE

YY VoIP (APAC): On one network, YY 
VoIP saw 75% packet loss and a latency of 
over two seconds during the report cycle. 
For a voice application, experiencing 75% 
loss and a high latency would be 
disastrous. 

Benchbee Speed Test (Europe): This is a 
pretty ironic result for bad QoE. Benchbee
is a mobile application designed to test 
network speed (like Ookla Speedtest). The 
European network in this case had 18% 
packet loss and a latency of over 500ms 
total as an average for the report period. 
Ookla (on the same network) showed 8ms 
latency and .08% packet loss. 

Mortal Kombat X (Americas): Gaming 
generally wants low latency and low packet 
loss, without the need for a lot of 
bandwidth. On this network, Mortal Kombat
experienced a latency of only 50ms, but a 
packet loss of 26.04%.
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Spotlight: Application Engagement

Google Services:Apps:

Protocols:
DNS

HTTP/TLS
ICMP
HTTP
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Spotlight: Mobile Gaming

#1 in Europe, APAC, and MENAT #1 in North America and LATAM



Contact us at phenomena@sandvine.com
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Questions?

mailto:mailto:phenomena@sandvine.com?subject=Global%20Internet%20Phenomena%20report



